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Abstract— This paper present the overall design of “Wireless 

Fingerprint Access Control System” with low cost and single 

user can access multiple application .wireless finger keychain 

is portable biometrics solution that can be used for office 

entry, home and garage .alarm panel wireless operation and 

automobile entry, and many other application. Secure 

authentications in wireless sensor networks is complicated by 

the promiscuous nature of the wireless transmission media 

and by the limited hardware and software capabilities of the 

nodes in such networks. We survey the applicable research 

for RF fingerprints and other security related and 

authentication treated work. We show that RF fingerprint 

alone are in inadequate for authentication .We present a new 

authentication protocol based on digital credentials that binds 

together physical layer RF fingerprint data with higher 

cryptographic protocol layer data which is practical, but 

based on well-known and proven security principles. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The fingers exhibits a flow of like ridges and valleys the 

papillary ridges on the fingers, called the frication ridges. 

Which help the hand to grasp object and increase frication 

and improve the tactile sensing of the surface structure this 

ridge pattern are now scientifically proved as unique for the 

each person the cuts and burns in the persons finger may 

alter this patterns temporally but they are reappear after the 

injury heals. 

Fingerprints are now used widely for identification 

and verification purpose. They are used for accessing 

purpose to avoid proxy for criminal identification like 

terrorist and violators and also in passports of the person. 

Here we automate security system by using fingerprint 

recognition model interfaced with PIC microcontroller. A 

fingerprint recognition system can be used for both 

verification identification. In verifications system compares 

and input fingerprint to the “enrolled” fingerprint of a 

specific user. In identification system compares an input 

fingerprint with the print of enrolled fingerprint in data base. 

In this project we can access to multiple application through 

one fingerprint module 

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The block diagram for the proposed system is shown here. 

 
Fig. 1: Block Diagram 

A. Working: 

At transmitting side that is in the wireless keychain consist 

of a fingerprint module that captures the data which is 

person’s fingerprint module. The output of fingerprint 

sensor is fed to the PIC16f886 microcontroller by using 

decoder. The sensors forms the core part of fingerprint 

module or wireless   keychain .Microcontroller stores the 

data which captures by the sensor and identifies a unique ID 

for the data. The microcontroller compares the captured data 

with unique ID of the data. If the data is match then output 

of controller is forwarded towards the receiver. If the data is 

not match then further process is cancelled. 

At receiving side the unique ID of the captured data 

is received by the RF receiver module and forwarded to 

PIC16f886. The particular application start and stop is 

depends on particular person’s fingerprint. LCD display 

used to indicate current state (ON or OFF) of that 

application. 

III. HARDWARE DESCRIPTION 

A. Power Supply: 

By using 12v step down transformer, it provide +12v to full 

wave bridge rectifier. Bridge rectifier give+12v pulsating dc, 

but some error in their output. so we use electrolytic 

capacitor for filteration. This pure dc given to 7805 for 

providing+5v. This +5v give to LM317, LM317 produce 

+3.3v. 

B. PIC: 

It is high performance RISC based controller used to control 

whole system. 

C. Fingerprint Sensor R305: 

This is fingerprint sensor module with TTL UART interface 

for direct connection to controller UART. The user can 

stored the fingerprint data the module and can configure it in 

1:1 or 1: N mode for identifying the person. 
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D. Relay Drive: 

The basis for relays, is the simple electromagnet the 

simplest relay, is the single-pole single-throw relay. It is 

nothing more than an electrically controlled on off switch. 

It’s biggest property, is the ability to use a very small 

current, to control a much a larger current. 

E. LCD: 

A liquid crystal display is a thin flat electronic visual display 

that uses the light modulating property liquid crystal. The 

basic function of LCD is to display the action performed by 

the controller. The LCD used here is 16*2 character LCD 

display. 

IV. RESULT 

       
Fig. 2.Transmitter              Fig. 3: Receiver 

 
Fig. 4: Result 

As shown from figure, when the authorized person try to 

access the device with its fingerprint; the respective device 

turns on. Similarly, other device can be turned on by other 

fingerprint. We can also simultaneously turn the devices on. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

The fingerprint access control system which use the DSP 

processor to improve system control and data processing 

capabilities. This design is efficient, compact and with low 

power cost and high safety level which significantly meet 

the requirement of the current fingerprint access control 

system and increased level of access control system. 
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